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Descriptive Summary

Title: Larry Buttwinick collection

Dates: circa 1960-2004

Collection Number: 2006-44

Creator/Collector:

Extent: 1 oversized box

Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: Larry Buttwinick (1924-2004) was one of the founders of the Lavender Seniors of the Easy Bay. The collection contains photographs, including a scrapbook and photographic snapshots of friends (such as Henry W. Dieckoff) in drag; drag costumes [worn by Buttwinick]; an 8mm film; slides; ephemera; and newsletter stories by and about Buttwinick.

Language of Material: English

Access

Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation

Larry Buttwinick collection. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information


Scope and Content of Collection

Larry Buttwinick (1924-2004) was one of the founders of the Lavender Seniors of the Easy Bay. The collection contains photographs, including a scrapbook and photographic snapshots of friends (such as Henry W. Dieckoff) in drag; drag costumes [worn by Buttwinick]; an 8mm film; slides; ephemera; and newsletter stories by and about Buttwinick.
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